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Abstract— Majority of the million plus cities are facing 

serious problems of excess traffic and pollution due to not 

comparable and rapid pace of urbanization in last decades. 

Medium and large team solution like winding roads providing 

flyovers and constructing bypass, bridges, constructing 

subway are costly. City planners give a solution but they are 

take more time because they are give a best solution in low 

cost. The study of this project is analysis the city traffic 

problem and pavement problems in Tiruppur city. To assess 

the availability of public transit network on re- quire space 

basis, some numerical index has been introduced using GIS 

tools, based on capacity, frequency and coverage. Some of 

the route will try to merge the route and convey the route one 

way to two way, extern the routes in Tiruppur city. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

Evaluation method for transportation sys- tem can affect the 

perceived value of public transit. Traffic management 

measure is a package of short term measure to make the most 

productive and cost effective use of the existing   transport   

facility   services   and modes.  But  many  of  medium  sized  

cities like Tiruppur, do not have the opportunity of proper 

planned traffic management scheme solve its problem. Many 

of the urban streets in Tiruppur carry traffic volumes for 

which they are not simply designed. So some traf- fic 

management measure has to be planned. Detailed  surveys  

like  volume  count  and travel time were done understand the 

traffic characteristics. Accident clusters were iden- tified  and  

suggestions  have been  given to improve the situation. 

Transportation demand management in- cludes evaluation of 

existing transit system and identification of new routes. The 

transit availability with fair accessibility and sup- porting 

conditions of the walking to public transit stop, determines 

the usability of the public                   transit                   system. 

The objective of the present study is to de- velop GIS 

based transit coverage indices to evaluate the existing public 

transit coverage indices to evaluate the existing public transit 

network and pedestrian facilities, which will also be helpful  

in planning of mass rapid transit system in prioritizing the 

need of the underserved area. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. Availability And Accessibility Assessment Of Public 

Transit System In Jaipur City:  

This explain the bus route of Jaipur city. Evaluation method 

for transportation system can affect the perceived value of 

public transit a different evaluation method give very 

different conclusions concerning the value of a particular 

service or improvement which  clear from  the comparison  of  

ISAI and ASAI 

  

B. A Novel Method for Travel System Pat- Tern: 

Nowadays, one of the most concerns of travellers is traffic 

congestion and route as- signment. Although there are some 

other methods that try to find out the best travel- ling route, 

most of them are unable to find out all the possible weights 

of the route among the origin and destination, in dynam- ic 

traffic condition. 

C. Traffic Safety and City Public Transport System: 

Vehicles crashes are a major concern in rapidly growing 

urban agglomerations. They also have attracted the attention 

of research- ers, academicians, and policy makers. The 

number of vehicular crashes is cities is on the rise and a 

significant number of these factal crushes involves public 

transport bus- es. The objective of this study was analyze 

these crashers and identify the major factors responsible for 

such crashes so that remedial policy measures could be 

recommended. 

D.  Study Area Profile: 

1) Road: 

Tiruppur district is one of the most indus- trial centers of 

Tamilnadu. The town is situ- ated at a distance of 448kms to 

the south – west of Chennai and the intersection 77o22’ 

longitude and 11o6’ latitude. 

River noyyal, originating from the Velangiri Hills 

and following through the city center in the easterly direction 

and the western Ghats on the near west are the major geo- 

graphical features of this region. 

Spread over an  area of  159sq.kms.With  a 

population of over 8.7 lakhs, the economy of town resolves 

around the manufacture of hosiery and cotton products. The 

hot and dry climate prevailing in the reign has been one of the 

various growth of the hosiery industry in the town. 

1) State highways  - 120685Hec 

2) Sugarcane Road -103.771Hec 

3) Other District Road – 1634.661km 

4) Major District Roads – 471.750km 

5) National Highways NH47    -  35km NH67    -  68km 

NH209  -  25km 

E. Transport: 

Government Transport Corporation play number of buses, 

Private transport and mini bus service and also operated day 

and night. Bus stand with all facilities is housed in the heart 

of the town. There is a good transport network system in the 

town. Now subway and flyover constructions going on for re- 

duce the city traffic. 
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F. Public Transit Coverage: 

 
Fig. 1: 

The public transit coverage is the key issue in public 

transit planning for making the system more user friendly and 

accessible to maximum people.to identify new service area. 

III. ANALYZING AREA 

Paladam, Avinasi, Old busstand, New busstand, Mangalam 

road these place ate analyse  and  find  the  traffic  problems  

and also other pavement problems.Data collec- tion part is the 

important part of the project. These data serve to pin point the 

causes and suggest the means of over come the difficul- ties. 

A.  Mangalam Road: 

 
Fig. 2: 

B. Paladam Road: 

 
Fig. 3: 

 
Fig. 4: 

IV. PROBLEMS 

In railway station as per central govern- ment rule they are 

remove all railway gates so in that particular place produce 

more traf- fic problem. So the bus route is fully change. 

Flyover and subway construction going on that place. So all 

bus are cross the railway station bus stop. In that place road 

with is very small so more accident in that place, and also that 

place is a school region. So the volume of traffic is very high 

in railway sta- tion near per hour 25 buses, 15 truck above 

750  two  wheelers  are  moving  that  place. These data 

collected peak hours. 

A. Suggestion: 

Free flow with some stops with an aver- speed of >40kmph 

 Stable flow with delay not unreason- able  with  an  

average  speed  of  > 

 30kmph 

 Unstable flow with an average speed of <15kmph 

 Extend the width of roads 

B. Gis Analyze: 

In combination with remote sensing data GIS prove to be a 

powerful tools in network analysis. GIS techniques are used 

to locate the best possible route and hence use for ur- ban 

planning and management. Its tech- niques are used to design 

optimal routes of travel from a desired orgin to the destina- 

tion. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

 Best routes are provided. 

 Continuous evaluation of transit ser- vice quality from 

various perspective such as availability and accessibility 

is necessary for better performance. 

 Route map is fully explain the to the drivers 

  GIS has provide as a powerful and user friendly tool 

to evaluate the public transit facility in  a  city.  Transport  

planners  have graphical output of the data analysis and it is 

easy to interpret the implication of the any new facility 

provided to the users 
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